Introduction
In this paper we prove four theorems: one on surface singularities, two on Fcrystals, and one on moduli of p-divisible groups. The reason we put together these results in one paper is that the proofs, as given here, show how these theorems are related. Let us first describe our results.
Let (S, 0) be a normal surface singularity over an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. LetS → S be a resolution of singularities. Our first result is Theorem 3.2:
(1) Any Q p -cohomology class on the link of the singularity extends to the resolution, more precisely
The interest in this lies in the fact that we can work with Q p -coefficients in characteristic p. The formula can be seen as a weak form of purity with Q p -coefficients; when we consider Q -coefficients the same result holds and follows in a straightforward manner from purity forétale cohomology. The result also holds for singularities of mixed characteristic; see Remark 3.13.
For the following two statements, let S be a scheme of characteristic p > 0 and let (E, F ) be a nondegenerate F -crystal over S.
For any geometric points of S we can define the Newton polygon of (E, F ) at s; see 2.12. We say that (E, F ) is isoclinic if all slopes of the Newton polygon are equal, in all points of S. Our investigations show that the following working hypothesis is reasonable: if π 1 (S) = {1}, then an isoclinic F -crystal E is isogenous to a constant F -crystal. We prove a result in this direction when S = Spec A, and A is a complete local Noetherian ring with algebraically closed residue field k. See Proposition 2.15 and Remark 2.18. This result implies the Isogeny Theorem 2.17 for p-divisible groups:
(2) If G over A is a p-divisible group, G is isoclinic, and A is normal, then G is isogenous to a constant p-divisible group G 0 × Spec A.
Grothendieck showed that under a specialization s → s 0 the Newton polygon of E at s 0 lies on or above the Newton polygon at s. Katz analyzed and completed this result by proving that the locus where the Newton polygon is bounded from below is closed in S. Our central result, which we call the Purity Theorem 4.1, says:
(3) If the Newton polygon jumps somewhere, then it jumps already in codimension one.
As an application of (2) and (3) we study a problem on local moduli of simple p-divisible groups: describe all deformations which do not change the Newton polygon. By the Isogeny Theorem (2) we know that local deformations are obtained by isogenies. Because of this, and because a global moduli space does not exist, we look at the moduli space T of isogenies ϕ : H → X, where H is a fixed simple p-divisible group and where ϕ has a fixed degree; see Subsection 5.9. We prove that T is a catalogue: a classifying space which contains all objects that we want to consider over an algebraically closed field (Proposition 5.10). Our main theorem in Section 5 is that T is irreducible. We obtain two corollaries:
(
4a) A simple local-local p-divisible group can be deformed into a p-divisible group with the same Newton polygon and with a = 1 (Corollary 5.12). (4b) Grothendieck's conjecture holds for a simple local-local p-divisible group (Corollary 5.13).
We quickly recall Grothendieck's conjecture alluded to above; see [12, page 150] . Let X be a p-divisible group and let D denote its formal deformation space. Let δ be the Newton polygon of the covariant Dieudonné module of X. Let β be a Newton polygon, having the same endpoints as δ. If β occurs in the family over D, then β lies on or below δ; see discussion preceding (3). Grothendieck's conjecture is that the converse holds: if β lies on or below δ, then U β = {d ∈ D where the Newton polygon is β} is not empty. We would like to understand better the stratification D = U β of D. The symbol ρ is the generic Newton polygon (see Lemma 5.15) and the relation β i β i+1 means β i+1 lies on or above β i .
Generally speaking the Purity Theorem can be used to bound codimensions of Newton polygon strata. This can be applied to the F -crystal defined by the ith crystalline cohomology of a family of varieties over S; for example, the universal family of hypersurfaces of a given degree in P n .
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The Purity Theorem also gives the correct lower bound for the dimension of the Newton polygon strata in the moduli spaces of principally polarized abelian varieties A g,1,n ⊗ F p (n ≥ 3, p | n). Li and Oort [18] have proven that the supersingular stratum S g ⊂ A g,1,n ⊗ F p has the correct dimension [g 2 /4] . It follows that any irreducible component of a Newton polygon stratum U β ⊂ A g,1,n ⊗ F p whose closure meets S g has the correct dimension (apply the Purity Theorem to bound the codimension of S g in U β ). For more information on this, compare [29] .
We turn to a discussion of the proof of the Purity Theorem. Let us analyze the situation where S is normal, local, two-dimensional with closed point 0, and where E has constant Newton polygon over S \{0}. We consider the smallest slope λ which occurs in the generic fiber. The part of E| S\{0} of slope λ gives us an isoclinic Fcrystal E over S \ {0}, which is determined by a certain monodromy representation of π 1 (S \ {0}). By taking a suitable exterior power we may assume that E has rank 1 and that the representation is abelian. Here the result (1) applies and hence E extends to F overS. We apply the extension theorem on homomorphisms of F -crystals [8] to obtain a nonzero map F| 0 → E| 0 for some point 0 ofS lying over 0. From this we conclude that λ occurs in the Newton polygon of E over 0 as desired.
The proof of (1) has four ingredients. We use algebraization [2] to make the singularity algebraic. By performing an alteration [7] , we may assume our singularity is obtained by contracting a connected union of irreducible components E of the special fiber of a family of stable curves X → Spec k [t] . Next, patchingà la Harbater and Raynaud produces a global class over X \ E from a class on the link of the singularity. The final step is to use [8] to extend a class in the 1stétale cohomology group of the generic fiber of X to a class over X. We can also deal with the mixed characteristic case; here we use the result of Tate [35] on extensions of homomorphisms of Barsotti-Tate groups (see Remark 3.13).
Results on F -crystals

Conventions.
In this section S denotes a connected scheme of characteristic p. We use the term crystal to mean a crystal of finite locally free O crismodules. See [3, page 226] . Here O cris denotes the structure sheaf on the category CRIS(S/ Spec Z p ) (big crystalline site of S). If T → S is a morphism, then we use E| T to denote the pullback of E to CRIS(T / Spec Z p ). For a crystal E, we denote by E (n) the pullback of E by the nth iterate of the Frobenius endomorphism of S. An F -crystal over S is a pair (E, F ), where E is a crystal over S and F : E (1) → E is a morphism of crystals. We usually denote an F -crystal by E, the map F being understood. Recall that E is a nondegenerate F -crystal if the kernel and cokernel of F are annihilated by some power of p. See [32, 3.1.1]. All F -crystals in this paper will be nondegenerate.
Let λ ∈ Q ≥0 be a nonnegative rational integer. Write λ = b/a in lowest terms. We will say that an F -crystal E is divisible by λ, if there exists a morphism of F -crystals ϕ : E (a) → E such that F a = p aλ ϕ. A perfect scheme S in characteristic p is a scheme such that the Frobenius map (−) p : O S → O S is an isomorphism. A crystal over a perfect scheme S is simply given by a finite locally free sheaf of W (O S )-modules.
Definition of isoclinic F -crystals.
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let W be the Witt ring of k, with Frobenius map σ. Recall that a nondegenerate F -crystal over Spec k corresponds to a finite free W -module M with a σ-linear endomorphism F : M → M such that M/F (M ) has finite length. We briefly describe the Newton polygon attached to (M, F ); see [16, (1.3) ]. Let L be the fraction field of W . The vector space M ⊗ L has a slope decomposition M ⊗L = λ∈Q V λ . This decomposition is characterized by the following properties: (1) it is F-stable, (2) each V λ has a basis of elements e such that F n (e) = p nλ e for n sufficiently divisible. The slope λ occurs in the Newton polygon of (M, F ) with multiplicity dim V λ , and they are organized in increasing order. We say that
Let S be a scheme of characteristic p. Let E be a nondegenerate F -crystal on S. We say that E is isoclinic of slope λ over S if the pullback of E to every geometric point of S is isoclinic of slope λ.
2.3.
The standard F -crystal of slope λ. Let λ ∈ Q ≥0 be a nonnegative rational number. Write λ = b/a in lowest terms (note 0 = 0/1). We define the standard Fisocrystal E λ of slope λ over Spec F p to be the crystal O a cris with basis {e 1 , . . . , e a }, and with F acting by the formulae: F (e i ) = e i+1 , for i = 1, . . . , a − 1, and F (e a ) = p aλ e 1 . Note that E λ is divisible by λ, with ϕ λ : E (a) λ → E λ given by ϕ λ (e i ) = e i . We recall that
is the division algebra over Q p whose invariant λ is the class of λ in Q/Z. We remark that all endomorphisms of E λ are realized over F p a .
Divisible isoclinic F -crystals.
Let S be a scheme of characteristic p, and let E be an isoclinic F -crystal of slope λ over S which is λ-divisible. Denote by ϕ : E (a) → E the map such that F a = p aλ ϕ which is supposed to exist by our definition of divisibility. Since (E, F ) is isoclinic of slope λ, we see that ϕ is an isomorphism, i.e., the pair (E, ϕ) is a "unit-root F a -crystal". Let us consider the sheaves H n on theétale site of S given by
This is a locally constant sheaf of finite free Z/p n Z-modules of rank equal to a(rk E). This follows from the results of [4, Section 2.4] in the following way. Let E(ϕ) denote the crystal E(ϕ) := E ⊕ E (1) ⊕ . . . ⊕ E (a−1) , with F given by the matrix
Then E(ϕ) is a unit root F-crystal, and the sheaf H n is clearly canonically isomorphic to the sheaf H E(ϕ)/p n defined in [4, page 205] . The desired result then follows from the results of [4] , in particular the remarks at the bottom of page 205 and the discussion directly preceding Proposition 2.4.4.
We can identify H n with the sheaf Hom((E λ , F, ϕ λ ), (E/p n , F, ϕ)) of homomorphisms α : E λ → E/p n of truncated F -crystals which are compatible with ϕ λ and ϕ, i.e., α (a) • ϕ λ = ϕ • α. Indeed, given such an α we have α(e 1 ) ∈ Γ(E/p n E) ϕ=1 .
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The reverse construction is left to the reader. Thus H n is canonically a sheaf of right modules over the sheaf of endomorphisms of (E λ /p n , F ) compatible with ϕ λ :
For the same reasons as above, the sheaves D λ,n are finite locally constant sheaves of Z/p n Z-algebras over Sé t . In fact, each H n is finite locally free over D λ,n . Thus the system {H n } = {Hom((E λ , F, ϕ λ ), (E/p n , F, ϕ))} is a finite locally free sheaf of right {D λ,n }-modules over Sé t , in other words it is a lisse sheaf. We abbreviate:
We leave it to the reader to establish the following result. It generalizes the case of slope 0 done in [4] , and follows from this case by the discussion above.
Proposition. The functor
establishes an equivalence between the category of λ-divisible F -crystals isoclinic of slope λ endowed with a choice of ϕ and the category of lisse right D λ -modules on Sé t .
2.6.
There is a small snag to this proposition. The map ϕ may not be uniquely determined by E and its Frobenius map F . However, any two choices ϕ, ϕ differ by a map which is annihilated by p aλ , namely p
For good schemes (good means no p-torsion in the universal PD-envelopes, e.g., regular schemes and perfect schemes) there is at most one ϕ. In general however, the categories of λ-divisible λ-isoclinic F -crystals and of lisse right D λ -modules over S will still be equivalent up to isogeny by the above.
In particular, such F -crystals up to isogeny correspond bijectively to continuous twisted Galois representations
Here twisted means that π 1 (S) acts nontrivially on the coefficients D λ as in 2.3. The integer d equals (rk E)/a. The idea of considering these representations is not new, and we could have used other references above. See for example [11] and [15, pp. 142-146 ]; as we saw above, in [4] we find the case of slope zero over any base.
Study of F -crystals over a field.
Suppose that S is the spectrum of a field K. Choose a Cohen ring Λ for K, and let σ : Λ → Λ be a lift of Frobenius on K. Let K pf be a perfect closure of K. We remark that under the identification
Thus we get an injection Λ → W (K pf ) compatible with σ. We recall (see for example [4, Proposition 1.3.3] ) that an F -crystal E over K is given by a triple (M, ∇, F ) over Λ. (Thus M is a finite free Λ-module, ∇ is a topologically quasi-nilpotent continuous connection, and F is a horizontal σ-
The slopes of the F -crystal E are simply defined as the slopes of the pullback of E to Spec K pf , i.e., the slopes of 
Proof. We claim the results 2.4.2 (Newton-Hodge filtration), 2.6.1 (Isogeny Theorem) and 2.6.2 of [16] in our situation. For the proof of 2.4.2, just set A 0 = K and A ∞ = Λ, and the proof given in [16] goes through with only minor modifications. For 2.6.1 the proof is exactly the same as for the case of a perfect field given in [16] , i.e., the module M works. The proofs of 2.6.2 and 2.6.3 go through without changes.
2.9.
Note that the F -crystals E i corresponding to (M i /M i−1 , ∇ , F ) are well defined up to isogeny by E. We define the Galois representation associated to E in slope λ i to be the representation 
2.12.
Before we can state the next proposition we introduce some notation. We remark that the result we have in mind can be proved in much greater generality. However, since the authors do not see a use for this at present, we have decided to avoid the added technicalities by formulating a less general result.
Let A be an excellent domain, with fraction field K of characteristic p. We write the perfect closure K pf of K as the union of its finite extensions
All the S α are excellent integral schemes, and S pf is integral as well. A nice scheme T over S pf is any scheme obtained as follows: For some α • we are given a modification T α• → S α• , and for α > α • the scheme T α is the normalization of T α• in the field K α . All the transition morphisms T α → T α are affine, hence the scheme T = lim ← − T α exists (and it dominates S pf ). We remark that the schemes T α are modifications of S α , they are proper over S = Spec A, integral, excellent and have function field K α . Thus any nice scheme T is integral, perfect and has function field K pf . Note that if X → T is a morphism of finite presentation, then there exists a β and a morphism of finite presentation X β → T β such that X ∼ = X β × T β T . In case X → T is (finite)étale, we can choose X β → T β to be (finite)étale. Similarly for proper. See EGA IV 8.8 & 8.10.5. Suppose that ϕ : X → T is proper, of finite presentation, and that η ∈ X is a point mapping to the generic point of T inducing an isomorphism κ(η) = R(T ) = K pf . Then there exists a nice scheme T → S and a morphism T → X over S such that the generic point of T maps to η.
To prove this, write X = X β × T β T as above, with X β proper over T β . The point η maps to a point
Then there are maps T δ → T δ by the universal properties of normalizations, and we obtain the desired morphism 
such that N is divisible by λ. Note that for some r ∈ N:
We claim that, for any submodule N as in ( * ), there exist (1) a nice morphism
and such that π * E/E has a finite filtration whose graded is a locally free O T -module.
We prove this by induction on r.
. By the induction hypothesis we obtain π :
O T is finite locally free. Hence the Grassmannian X = Gr(m, E /pE ) parameterizing rank m locally direct summands is of finite presentation over T . The subvector space V ⊂ E ⊗ K pf determines a point η ∈ X with κ(η) = K pf . Therefore, by the discussion preceding the proposition, we can find a nice scheme T → S pf and a morphism T → X mapping the generic point of T to η. Letting τ : T → T be the induced map, this means that V extends to a locally direct summand V ⊂ τ * (E /pE ). Set E equal to the inverse image of V under the map τ * E → τ * (E /pE ). Then E is finite locally free over W (O T ), and
E/E with quotients τ * E /E , locally free by construction, and τ * (π * E/E ), having a suitable filtration by the induction hypothesis. This proves the claim.
We apply the claim to the λ-divisible
2.14. Let us consider a Noetherian complete local ring A of characteristic p with algebraically closed residue field k. Let E be an isoclinic F -crystal over A of slope λ. According to 2.9 we obtain a Galois representation (associated to E| Spec κ(p) in slope λ)
where p ⊂ A is any prime ideal of A. (Note that our assumptions on A imply that F p ⊂ A, so that we get actual representations, not twisted ones.)
Proposition. The Galois representation ρ p is trivial.
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Proof. We may replace A by A/p. Then p = (0) and K = κ(p) is the fraction field of the excellent domain A. We use the notation introduced in Subsection 2.12. According to Proposition 2.13 we can find a nice morphism π : T → Spec A pf such that π * E becomes isogenous to a λ-divisible F -crystal E over T . By 2.6 this isocrystal determines a continuous representation
When we restrict ρ to π 1 (Spec K pf ), we recover the representation ρ p . Let us write 0 ∈ Spec A for the closed point of Spec A. Let T 0 denote the fiber over 0 of the morphism T → Spec A. Obviously, E | T0 is isogenous to the constant F -crystal with fiber E| 0 . We conclude that, for any geometric pointt of T 0 , the composition
is trivial. We claim that this implies that ρ (and so ρ p ) is trivial.
We have to prove the following statement. Any finiteétale covering X → T such that X × T T 0 is a trivial covering of T 0 is itself trivial. By the discussion in 2.12 there exists a diagram
At this point we can use Zariski's theorem on formal functions. The morphism X α → Spec A is proper being the composition of the finite morphism X α → T α and the proper morphism T α → Spec A; see 2.12. Thus the map on connected
2.16. Remark. We mention a generalization of this proposition that can be proved with the same methods. Assume that E is a nondegenerate F -crystal over Spec A whose Newton polygon is constant (i.e., the Newton polygon is the same in all points of Spec A). Then the Galois representations in all slopes associated to the fibers of E in the points of Spec A are trivial. We remark that the case dim A = 1 of this generalization follows from Proposition 2.10. To prove this more general statement one has to strengthen Proposition 2.13 to a theorem like the filtration theorem of [16] .
Corollary (Isogeny Theorem). Let A be a Noetherian complete local domain with algebraically closed residue field, normal and with field of fractions
Assume that the covariant crystalline Dieudonné module D(G) (see [22] ) is isoclinic over Spec A. Then there exists a p-divisible group G 0 over Spec k and an isogeny n is isogenous to the Dieudonné module of a p-divisible group G 0 over Spec
Proof. By Proposition 2.15, the Galois representation associated to
n of [20] .) Therefore we have an isogeny G 0 ⊗ K → G⊗ K over the field of fractions K of A. This extends to a morphism of p-divisible groups over A by [8, Introduction] .
2.18. Remark. One would like to have the corollary also for F -crystals. Proposition 2.15 implies that there exists an isogeny (E λ ) n | Spec K → E| Spec K (for some λ and n) over the generic point Spec K → Spec A. The extension theorem of [8] holds for F -crystals over discrete valuation rings, but we do not know whether an extension theorem over Noetherian normal schemes holds. The reason is that the universal PD-envelopes may behave badly, even for excellent normal rings. However, the corollary should hold in a suitable setting of convergent F -isocrystals.
3. Cohomology of the link of a surface singularity 3.1. Let A be a local complete Noetherian ring, normal of dimension 2 with algebraically closed residue field k. Let S = Spec A, let 0 ∈ Spec A be the closed point, and let U = S \ {0}. Let us choose a resolution of singularities π : S → S (see for example [19] ), and let E = π −1 (0) be the exceptional fiber. We identify π −1 (U ) with U :
Theorem. The natural map
Informally speaking this means that anyétale Z p -covering of U extends to ań etale covering of S. The map of the theorem is easily seen to be injective. Note that
If k is the complex numbers and the singularity is algebraic, one can find this result in Mumford's paper [26] . More generally, when k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic different from p, the theorem follows easily using standard methods ofétale cohomology and the nondegeneracy of the intersection matrix of the components of E. However, the reader can verify that our methods lead to a proof of the theorem in these cases also.
In the rest of this section we will discuss the case where A has characteristic p, i.e., where k ⊂ A. At the end of the section we will indicate how to change the arguments to prove the mixed characteristic (0, p) case.
We fix a nonzero element α of H 1 et (U, Q p ). It will be viewed as a continuous homomorphism π 1 (U ) → Q p . We may assume (by replacing α by a multiple) that the image of α lies in Z p and that α :
Let η ∈ S be the generic point of a component of E. Consider the complete local ring O = O S,η of S at η. Let K be the field of fractions of O. There is a map Gal K → π 1 (U ) induced by functoriality of the fundamental group from the morphism Spec K → U .
Lemma. If the composition Gal
Proof. The assumption implies that each of the finiteétale coverings V n → U associated to α mod p n : π 1 (U ) → Z p /p n Z p extends to a finiteétale covering outside codimension 2. By Zariski-Nagata on purity of branch locus [SGA2, X Thm 3.4], we see they extend to the whole of S. Proof. We may dominate the desingularization of Spec B by a desingularizationT which dominates S. Let η ∈ S be as above, and let ξ ∈T be a point ofT mapping to η. Such a point exists asT → S is proper and dominant, hence surjective.
Lemma. Let
Let O be the complete local ring ofT at ξ, and let K be its field of fractions. We remark that O ⊂ O is a finite extension of complete discrete valuation rings. The inertia group I ⊂ Gal K therefore maps onto an open subgroup of the inertia subgroup I ⊂ Gal K .
By assumption we know that the composition
is trivial. Since Q p is torsion free this implies that α| I is trivial. Thus by Lemma 3.3 we are done.
We are going to use that the singularity S is algebraizable; see [2, Theorem 3.8] . This means that there exist a projective surface X over k and a point 0 ∈ X such that the complete local ring of X at 0 is isomorphic to A. (Recall that we are treating the case k ⊂ A.) After blowing up X, we may assume in addition that there exists a flat morphism X → P 1 k . By [7] , we may perform an alteration:
Here Y is a projective surface smooth over k, C is a projective curve smooth over k, and Y → C is a strict semi-stable curve over C smooth over an open part of C. The map ψ : Y → X is an alteration.
Let E be a connected component of ψ −1 (0); let P ∈ C be the image of E in C. Note that E is a union of irreducible components of Y P . Also, E is a normal crossings divisor in Y . We remark that E = Y P . (For example because the class of Y P maps to the class of a fiber of X → P 1 , but the class of E maps to zero. Classes are taken in Chow groups modulo algebraic equivalence.)
is a finite extension of normal local rings. Thus by Lemma 3.4 we have reduced our problem to the case where A is as in Situation 3.5 below.
Situation. Here
] is a flat projective family of curves. The scheme X is regular. The special fiber X 0 is a strict normal crossings divisor in X, and the generic fiber X K is a smooth curve. Furthermore, E ⊂ X 0 is a connected union of irreducible components, and E = X 0 .
Finally, the ring A is the complete local ring of the scheme obtained from X by collapsing E. More precisely, there exists a modification X → X , with the following properties: (1) It is an isomorphism outside E ⊂ X. (2) The image of E is a single point P ∈ X . (3) The complete local ring of X at P is isomorphic to A.
3.6.
Let us interpret the data α in a slightly different manner in this situation. The map α mod p n : π 1 (U ) → Z p /p n Z p corresponds to a finite morphism T n → Spec A with T n a normal 2-dimensional scheme; T n is endowed with an action of Z/p n Z, such that over U it is a Z/p n Z-principal homogeneous space. Let X /E denote the formal scheme obtained by formally completing X along E. There is a morphism of formal schemes
. Let T n denote the formal scheme obtained from T n under base change with Spf A → Spec A. We can form the fiber products
Finally, we can "formally normalize" these formal schemes to obtain formal schemes Z n finite over X /E . ("Formally normalize" means to take the integral closure of the formal affine rings.)
In more down to earth terms one can describe Z n as follows. Let U = Spf C be a formal affine open of X /E . There is a ring map A → C (see above), such that m A C is an ideal of definition of C. Write T n = Spec B n . Then the inverse image of U in Z n is the formal spectrum of the following algebra:
The ideal of definition is m A C n ; we do not have to complete as A → B n is finite and C is excellent, so that C n is finite over C, hence complete.
A few more remarks. The complete local rings of C at its maximal ideals are regular local rings of dimension two, as X is regular. Hence by [21, (18. H)], the maps C → C n are flat. Further, C → C n is finiteétale outside of Spec C/m A C. Finally, there is a canonical action of Z/p n Z on Z n , coming from its action on T n .
3.7.
Let D be the union of the components of X 0 not contained in E, considered as a reduced scheme over Spec k. Let E ∩D = {x 1 , . . . , x r }. For each i, the morphism D → Spec k is smooth at x i . Let K i be the fraction field of the complete local ring
Thus we obtain a map Spec K i → U and hence we get a Galois representation
Here is another way to obtain these representations. Clearly, there is a morphism Spf O i → X /E . The pullback of the ideal of definition of X /E to O i is an ideal of definition of O i . Let us form the fiber products
These will correspond to genericallyétale, finite flat ring extensions O i ⊂ O i,n , endowed with an action of Z/p n Z. The corresponding system of separable ring 
Proof. (Similar results occur in the work of Harbater; see e.g. [13] .) Let D be the union of those irreducible components of D which contain a point x i ; so 
Therefore we obtain the exact sequence 
Then we can find a β ∈ H 1 et (W, Z p ) which gives back β i modulo p when we restrict it to Gal Ki . As the next element we take α n+1 = α n + p n β. In the end we put α D = lim α n .
3.9.
We return to the situation at the end of Subsection 3. is generated by a single element, say f i ∈ A i . Then, locally around x i , we can describe our spaces as follows:
X m corresponds to the ring
We are going to glue the finite flat coverings
For this we use the formulation of [6, 4.6] ; see [25] , [1] , [10] for proofs. Thus we need to prove that these coverings agree over the rings
and V n,m give rise to a finiteétale ring extension of R i,m . We leave it to the reader to see that R i,m is an Artinian local ring with residue field K i . Thus we have to see that these finiteétale extensions restrict to isomorphicétale ring extensions of K i . This follows from our choice of α D ; see the end of Subsection 3.7.
By the references given above, we deduce the existence of finite flat coverings
Everything is compatible with varying m. Thus we obtain a formal scheme X n and a finite flat morphism X n → X; here X denotes the formal completion of X along X 0 . By Grothendieck's theorem on algebraization of formal schemes [EGA, III 5.1.4] we conclude that X n is the completion of a scheme Y n finite flat over X. It is clear from the construction that the morphism Y n → X ramifies at most along E ⊂ X. 
Proof. This is geometric class field theory. See for example [34, VII §2, Proposition 9].
We apply this lemma to the situation described just before the lemma. Note that σ * β is trivial as Spec k [[t] ] has trivial fundamental group and β extends to
, and the sequence of abelian varieties J n,η . Let J be the Néron model of J η as above, and let J n be the Néron model of J n,η . We remark that J n is a semi-abelian scheme, as J n,η is isogenous to J η . Our goal is to show that the map J n → J isétale.
Recall that the p-divisible 
In terms of elements this is given by class of (a, g) → class of (p s a, g ), where 
. Thus the induced map on Raynaud extensions isétale and hence the morphism of Néron models J n → J isétale.
Case 2: the map ψ is trivial. In this case one sees easily that G f n → G f is an isomorphism. Thus the same conclusion holds. (In this case we can think of the integer s as being infinite.)
Thus the morphism J n → J isétale, and the group Z/p n Z operates on J n . This means that J n → J is finiteétale over its image. Let J
• ⊂ J denote the connected Néron model. The image of J n → J certainly contains J
• . We conclude that there exists a class γ ∈ H There exists a natural number N ∈ N such that the composition
−→ J has image contained in J • . The pullback of γ via this map agrees with N β on the generic fiber X η . We conclude that theétale cohomology class α extends to the generic points of E, and hence by Lemma 3.3 we are done.
3.13.
Remark. In the case that A has mixed characteristic we can argue in exactly the same fashion. Algebraizable now means that S is isomorphic to the formal completion in a point of an algebraic family of projective curves over W (k). One can perform stable reduction for these and one reduces to a situation as in Situation 3.5, with base not k [[t] ], but a finite extension R ⊃ W (k). In Subsections 3.6, 3.7 and 3.9 the reader should think of t as a uniformizer of R; then these go through with only minor modifications. Finally, in the last part of the argument, we use the result of Tate [35] on extensions of homomorphisms of p-divisible groups, instead of that of [8] .
However, there is another way to prove the result in the mixed characteristic case, namely by using a result of Miki [23] . This result says that Z p -extensions of complete discretely valued fields of characteristic (0, p) are "elementary". Let S → Spec W (k) be the morphism given by the canonical map W (k) → A; we assume for simplicity that W (k) is algebraically closed in A. For any finite extension of dvr W (k) ⊂ R, we letS R denote the resolution of singularities of Spec A ⊗ W (k) R. The result of Miki implies that the Z/p n Z-coverings that define α extend to finité etale coverings of the schemeS R for some R = R n . We leave it to the reader to see that π 1 (S R ) ∼ = π 1 (S) for every R. The desired result follows.
Stratification by Newton polygons
Let S be a locally Noetherian scheme of characteristic p, and let E be a nondegenerate F -crystal of rank r over S. Let B denote the set of Newton polygons on [0, r] as described in [16, page 122] . By [16] we obtain a stratification {U β }, indexed by polygons β ∈ B, of S characterized by the following properties: (1) The points s ∈ U β are the points s ∈ S, where the Newton polygon of E is β. (2) Each stratum U β is a reduced locally closed subscheme of S. Of course S = U β . Warning: It is not true in general that the closure U β of a stratum is the union of irreducible components of strata U γ .
Our goal is to show that this stratification has all its "jumps" in codimension 1. This can be formulated in the following way: Suppose that η is a generic point of the scheme
This follows immediately from the following result.
Theorem (Purity Theorem). Let A be a Noetherian local ring of characteristic p. Let E be an F -crystal over Spec A. Assume that the Newton polygon of E is constant over Spec
Proof. Let us assume that dim A > 1. We will prove that E has constant Newton polygon over A.
Suppose Thus we may assume that A is as in Section 3. We write U = Spec A \ {0}. We remark that U is a 1-dimensional regular scheme.
Let K be the field of fractions of A. Let
be the slope filtration as in Claim 2.8. Let r i denote the rank of E i . Then the slope filtration of the F -crystal ri E over Spec K starts with
ri E i has rank one, and an integral slope, say n i ∈ Z ≥0 . We remark that the Newton polygon of E| U is determined by the set of points {(r i , n i )}; these are the break points of the Newton polygon in question. Consider the Galois representation
associated to ri E i over Spec K. See Subsection 2.9. By assumption the Newton slopes of ri E are constant over U , and according to Proposition 2.10 this implies that ρ i is unramified over U . Thus we can write ρ i as a continuous representation
We may replace A by the integral closure of A in a finite extension of K. Thus we may assume that the image of ρ i lies in the factor Z p for all i.
At this point we apply the main result of Section 3. Thus we see that on a resolution of singularities S → Spec A, the representations ρ i extend to representations ρ i : π 1 ( S) → GL 1 (Q p ). By the equivalence of categories 2.5, this means that ri E i extends to a rank 1 F -crystal L i of slope n i over S. Let us write On the other hand, by Grothendieck's specialization theorem [16, 2.3 .1] it lies above the unique polygon P with break points {(r i , n i )}, since P is the Newton polygon of E over U . Thus the Newton polygon of E| η equals P . Since η maps to 0, we derive that E| 0 has Newton polygon P as desired.
Question. Let G be the universal deformation of a p-divisible group
. We obtain a stratification S = Spec A = U β as above. Are the closed subschemes U β set theoretic complete intersections in S?
Irreducibility of a catalogue of Barsotti-Tate groups
Let P be a moduli problem, for example moduli of elliptic curves or moduli of p-divisible groups, or moduli of finite group schemes. A catalogue for P is a family X → T in P such that every object of P over an algebraically closed field k appears as the fiber of the family X over a point Spec k → T . Of course such a catalogue, if it exists, is not unique. If the moduli problem admits a fine moduli scheme (i.e. if it is representable), the pull back by any surjective morphism gives a catalogue. For elliptic curves over Q one can take either the universal Weierstrass elliptic curve, or the family defined by
2 )]. The advantage of studying catalogues is that they often exist where moduli spaces do not, for example in the case of p-divisible groups. In addition we can ask meaningful questions about them, e.g.: Does there exist an irreducible catalogue for P?
In this section we show that all p-divisible groups in characteristic p isogenous with a given iso-simple p-divisible group fit into an irreducible catalogue T . From this we derive the corollaries (4a) and (4b) mentioned in the introduction.
Let G m,n be the iso-simple p-divisible group introduced by Manin [20, page 35] (it is a formal group of dimension m with dual of dimension n). Our choice of T is described in Subsection 5.9. Let X denote some p-divisible group isogenous to G m,n . For the proof of the irreducibility we show on the one hand that the Purity The types involved are semi-modules; we need some elementary combinatorial facts to describe them. Description of the strata is elementary. However, the fact that every stratum is in the Zariski-closure of the stratum with A = 0 seems a nontrivial fact. (And we have used the results of the previous sections to prove this.)
Acknowledgements. The combinatorial facts needed are recorded in the appendix of this section. We thank Don Zagier and Daan Krammer for helpful discussions on these combinatorial facts; especially for the suggestion of introducing Young diagrams in this situation.
5.1.
We fix in this section positive integers m, n ∈ Z >0 which are coprime. We write
The symbol δ will denote the Newton polygon consisting of m + n times the slope n/(m + n).
5.2.
The p-divisible group G m,n over Spec F p . This is introduced in [20, page 35] . We describe G m,n in terms of its covariant Dieudonné module (in [20] contravariant Dieudonné module theory is used). This module can be given as
where Z p [F, V ] is the usual ring. We recall that G m,n is a formal group of dimension m and has dual (G m,n ) t = G n,m of dimension n. It has height h = m + n.
The p-divisible group
In the following we will use more often the p-divisible group H which is isogenous to G m,n . Again we describe H by its covariant Dieudonné module M (H). This is a free Z p -module with basis e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e m+n−1 . We will write e j = p a e i , for j ∈ N such that j = i + a(m + n). The actions of F and V are given by F (e i ) = e i+n and V (e i ) = e i+m . Note that M(H) (and hence H) has an endomorphism π given by π(e i ) = e i+1 . Clearly, the isogeny π : H → H has a kernel of order p, which is isomorphic to α p .
The reader checks immediately that this Dieudonné module is isoclinic of slope n/(m + n). Since (F m − V n )e 0 = 0, the Dieudonné module generated by e 0 is isomorphic with M (G m,n ), and we have an inclusion M(G m,n ) → M (H). Thus H is isogenous to G m,n over F p . Choose a, b ∈ Z such that am + bn = 1. We observe that π m+n = p and that F b V a (e 0 ) = e 1 .
Lemma. For every algebraically closed field k of characteristic p we have
where [31, ibid] . Hence by [31, page 338] we see that its invariant equals n/(m + n).
Lemma. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let ϕ :
Proof. Let β : X → H k be any isogeny. Then both β • ϕ and β • ψ are endomorphisms of H k . Since End(H k ) is a discrete valuation ring, either τ = (β
The result follows.
Canonical filtrations and the semi-module attached to a formal
group. This can be found in [20, page 47] . Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let X be a formal group over k isogenous to G m,n . Then there exists an isogeny ψ : X → H k . This induces an inclusion of Dieudonné modules
(see Lemma 5.4) induces a filtration on M (X). This filtration has jumps, and we obtain a set A ψ ⊂ Z such that
If ψ : X → H k is isogeny, then either ψ = τ • ψ or ψ = τ • ψ for some τ ∈ End(H k ); see Lemma 5.5. Thus, by Lemma 5.4, we see that the filtration of M (X) is well determined up to a shift in numbering, and that A ψ ⊂ Z is well determined up to translation.
Note that
• , but with a shift of n, resp. m. See Subsection 5.3. This implies that A ψ is a semi-module (see Subsection 6.1), i.e., a ∈ A ψ ⇒ a + n, a + m ∈ A ψ .
We conclude that the semi-module A ψ obtained is unique up to equivalence (translation inside Z) once X is given. By Lemma 6.6 we see that there is a unique admissible semi-module A attached to this filtration. This semi-module will be called the type of X, A = Type(X).
Example.
If X = G m,n , we obtain the "maximal" admissible semi-module. This is the semi-module generated by 0, i.e., A = 0 := Z ≥0 ·m + Z ≥0 ·n ⊂ Z.
If X = H m,n we obtain the "minimal" admissible semi-module A = [r, ∞).
5.8.
We continue the discussion of the previous subsection. The fact that A is admissible means that after renumbering the filtration N • on M (H k ) we may assume that
and that both inclusions have colength r over W (k). Note that any N j is isomorphic (as a Dieudonné module) to the Dieudonné module of H k . Therefore we conclude that, for any X as above, there exist isogenies H k → X and X → H k of degree p r .
5.9.
In this subsection we introduce the catalogue that we study in the rest of this section. It is the scheme representing the following contravariant functor:
More precisely, this functor associates to S the set of isomorphism classes of isogenies ϕ of degree p r with source H S := H × Spec Fp S and target a p-divisible group X over S. In other words, the functor associates to S the set of finite locally free closed subgroup schemes of
The universal object over T will be denoted (G, Φ), so G is a p-divisible group over T and Φ : H T → G is an isogeny of degree p r . Note that T depends on the choice of the coprime positive integers m and n; having fixed this choice, they will be omitted from notations (otherwise we should have to write T m,n , etc.).
Proposition. The family G → T of p-divisible groups over T is a catalogue for p-divisible groups isogenous to G m,n : if X is a p-divisible group over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p, and X is isogenous to G m,n , then there exists a point
Proof. This follows from Subsection 5.8.
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The following is the main result of this section.
Theorem. The scheme T is geometrically irreducible of dimension r over
To state a consequence of the theorem, we recall the following notation. If K is a perfect field of characteristic p, and X is a group scheme over K, then the a-number of X is a(X) := dim K Hom(α p , X).
Corollary. Let X be a p-divisible group over an algebraically closed field k isogenous to G m,n . Then there exists a deformation X /k[[t]] of X over k[[t]] such that the Newton polygon is constant, and such that a(X
To deduce the corollary from the theorem, consider T k . There is a point t ∈ T (k) such that G t ∼ = X by Proposition 5.10. To find a point of T (k) with a = 1, one simply finds any p-divisible group isogenous to H with a-number 1 (as T k is a catalogue for p-divisible groups isogenous to H). For example G m,n ⊗ k will do. Since T k is irreducible, we conclude that the (a = 1)-locus of the family G is an open dense subscheme U of T k . Thus we can find a morphism ϕ :
The following was conjectured by Grothendieck; see [12, page 150]. 
Corollary. Let X be a p-divisible group over an algebraically closed field k isogenous to G m,n . Let γ be a Newton polygon with end points (0, 0) and (m+ n, n).
Then there exists a deformation X /k[[t]] of X over k[[t]] such that the Newton polygon of
X η is γ. Proof. Let Y/k[[t]]
5.14.
Before we start the proof of the theorem we make some remarks on deformations of p-divisible groups. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let X be a p-divisible group over k, of dimension d and with Serre dual X t of dimension c. As is well known, the deformation problem posed by X over k is prorepresentable by a formally smooth complete local k-algebra
see [14] for example. Any p-divisible group over Spf R comes from a p-divisible group over Spec R; see [6, Lemma 2.4.4] for example. Let X over Spec R be the universal deformation of X. We need the following well known result for which we were unable to find a reference.
Lemma. The generic fiber of X has Newton polygon ρ equal to the Newton polygon of
(G m ) d × (Q p /Z p ) c (i.
e., d times slope 0 and c times slope 1 on the covariant Dieudonné module).
Proof. By Grothendieck's specialization theorem we need only find some point of Spec R where X has the desired Newton polygon. Write X = X µ ⊕ X ⊕ Xé as the direct sum of its multiplicative part, its local-local part and itsétale part. Deforming X while keeping fixed Xé t and X µ constant, and keeping the direct sum decompositon we obtain a closed subscheme of Spec R. Thus, if we prove the lemma for X , then the lemma follows for X.
Hence we may assume that X is local-local. We will use the display of a deformation of X. See [27] , [28] and [36] . According to these references, the display of X is given by a matrix
is given by the matrix
where If not, then this determinant is zero in k[t i,j ] as well. This means that every matrix of the form A 0 + T C 0 over k has determinant zero. Clearly this can only be the case when Ker(A 0 ) ∩ Ker(C 0 ) is not zero. However, this contradicts the axiom of displays that the matrix ( * ) is invertible over W .
5.16.
Assume k, X and other notations are as in Subsection 5.14, but now let X be isogenous to G m,n ⊗ k. The Newton polygon of the covariant Dieudonné module of X is δ; see 5.1. According to Grothendieck's specialization theorem (see [16, Theorem 2.3 .1]), the locus of points of Spec R where the Newton polygon of X lies above δ is a closed subset W δ ⊂ Spec R. Remark that, since the Newton polygon in the unique closed point of Spec R is δ, the Newton polygon of X | W δ is constant.
Proposition. Use the notations above. The dimension of any irreducible component of W δ is at least r.
Proof. The fiber of X at the generic point of Spec R gives a p-divisible group with Newton polygon equal to ρ := m × (slope 0) + n × (slope 1). See Lemma 5.15. Consider Newton polygons of height m + n and dimension m, i.e., those which start at the point (0, 0) ∈ R 2 and end at the point (m + n, n). The number of points with integral coordinates in R 2 strictly below δ and on or above ρ equals mn − r, as is easy to see. Hence any chain of comparable, mutually different Newton polygons starting at δ and ending at ρ has length at most mn − r. Using the Purity Theorem 4.1, the result of the proposition follows.
5.18.
Suppose G → T and Φ : H T → G are the catalogue as in Subsection 5.9. Let t : Spec k → T be a geometric point, and let (X, ϕ) be the fiber at this point: X = G t and ϕ = Φ t : H k → X. We denote by O ∧ the complete local ring of T k at t. The pullback of G to O ∧ is a deformation of X to Spec O ∧ . By the universal property of the deformation ring R (see 5.14), we obtain a k-algebra homomorphism R → O 
is commutative. Since S was any irreducible component of W δ , the last statement of the proposition follows.
Corollary. Every component of T has dimension at least r.
Proof. This follows trivially from the previous two propositions.
5.21.
Let K be a perfect field of characteristic p. Suppose ϕ : H K → X defines a point of T over K. We are going to find standard elements in M (X). Note that since K is perfect, we can use (covariant) Dieudonné module theory over K; the reader will have to check in what follows that some of the results obtained above for algebraically closed fields k remain true for perfect fields. Then the difference z − z has the expression
where the p j ∈ K have the following shape: there exist integers n(j) and certain universal polynomial expressions P j in the elements c i and c i with t < i ≤ j such that
We 
Let A be the type of X, defined as in Subsection 5.6. We say that
with c j ∈ K, and c j = 0 if j ∈ A. [20, Lemma 3.9] ). Let X be as above. For every a ∈ A, there exists a standard element x a ∈ M (X) as in ( * ), and it is unique.
Lemma (See
Proof. By definition of A there exists an element y ∈ M ∩ N a , which is nonzero modulo M ∩ N a+1 . Scaling gives y the form y = e a + j>a [c j ]e j , with c j ∈ K. Suppose that for some t, a < t, we have already that c a = 0 for a < a < t with a ∈ A. Consider t and c t . If t ∈ A, then we may replace t by t + 1. If t ∈ A, then we find an element y ∈ M (X) such that y ∈ M (X) ∩ N t , but y ∈ M (X) ∩ N t+1 . After subtracting a suitable multiple of y from y, we obtain a new y as above with in addition c t = 0. We can continue like this until t ≥ 2r. Then since N 2r ⊂ M(X), we can subtract the tail end j≥2r [c j ]e j from y to get the desired result.
5.23.
Let B be the cycle associated to the type A of X. We freely use the definitions introduced in the appendix, in particular Subsection 6.7. We are going to consider the standard elements corresponding to t(i) ∈ A; we write them as
Here i ∈ {1, . . . , a}. Similarly, we also consider the standard elements
Since (B)∩⊥(B) = ∅, no confusion can result from these formulae. These formulae define elements X t(i),j and Y c(i),j of K. Note that since the elements above are standard, only the pairs (t(i), j) ∈ P(A) occur, and similarly only (c(i), j) belonging to P(A) occur.
Lemma. Given the elements X t(i),j and Y
Proof. This follows, since the elements x t(i) generate the Dieudonné module M (X). This is proved in [20, Lemma 3.9, part b].
In particular, the isogeny H K → X can be defined over the perfect closure in K of the subfield of K generated by the elements X t(i),j and Y c(i),j . Hence the morphism Spec K → T can be defined over this perfect closure. We will assume this is the case in the following discussions.
The strategy of the proof of Theorem 5.11 is as follows. We will show that, given A, there are certain algebraic relations between the elements X t(i),j and Y c(i),j of K. In fact, we will show that the maximal number of algebraically independent elements in the set Γ := {X t(i),j , Y c(i),j } is at most the volume of the Young diagram Y(A) associated to A. Thus the morphism Spec K → T does not map to a generic point of T , unless A = 0 , by Corollary 5.20. Finally, we will show that T has only one generic point by considering the case A = 0 in more detail.
5.25.
We produce relations among the elements X t(i),j and Y c(i),j as follows. This will be an increasing induction with respect to a variable t ∈ Z >0 .
Consider the subset Γ t ⊂ Γ defined by
Obviously we have ∅ = Γ 1 ⊂ Γ 2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Γ 2r = Γ, as only pairs in P(A) occur and A ⊃ [2r, ∞).
Pick an equivalence class C ⊂ P(A), and let i 0 , i 1 be the integers associated to C by Lemma 6.10. Let t denote the integer t = j − a which is fixed for elements (a, j) ∈ C.
Lemma. The elements X t(i),t(i)+t
generate a field extension of transcendence degree at most one over the subfield of K generated by Γ t .
Let us assume the lemma for the moment and finish the proof of Theorem 5.11. We bound the transcendence degree of the field F p (Γ) ⊂ K as follows. By induction on t we show that the transcendence degree of F p (Γ t ) is at most equal to the number of equivalence classes C ⊂ P(A) such that (a, j) ∈ C implies j − a < t. The lemma above, together with Lemma 6.10, furnishes the induction step. Hence the transcendence degree of F p (Γ) is at most the number of equivalence classes of P(A). By Lemma 6.12 this is the number of elements of V(A); by definition of the Young diagram of A (see 6.13) this equals the volume of Y(A) and by Proposition 6.15, this is less than r, unless A = 0 . We conclude that if t : Spec K → T maps to a generic point, then A = 0 .
The case A = 0 . Here we note that there are only X t(i),j and no Y c(i),j . Furthermore, every class C ⊂ P(A) has one element in this case, hence the number of X t(i),j equals r; see Example 6.14. Thus, if Spec K → T maps to a generic point of T , then the elements X t(i),j are algebraically independent. We may (see above) also assume that K is the perfect closure of F p (X t(i),j ). Clearly, there is only one such K (up to isomorphism), and only one M (X) ⊂ M (H K ) with the correct parameters X t(i),j . This means that T has a unique generic point, hence T is irreducible. This finishes the proof of Theorem 5.11.
Proof of Lemma 5.26 . We first introduce specific elements x a for all a ∈ A. When a ∈ (B), or a ∈ ⊥(B), we already have defined x a above. If b ∈ B and a ∈ ⊥(B) ∪ (B), then we can write b = t(i) + s · m for some i and s, 0 < s < n i , or we can write b = t(i) + s · n for some i and s, 0 < s < m i ; see Subsection 6.7. In the first case we put x b = V s (x t(i) ); in the second case we put x b = F s (x t(i) ). If a ∈ A and a ∈ B, then we can write a = b + s · h for a unique b ∈ B and s > 0. In this case we put x a = p s x b (since pe j = e j+h this just means shifting the coefficients). The elements x a so defined are in general not standard elements. However, they all have the form 
If this happens to be a standard element, then by uniqueness of standard elements we deduce that this equals x c(i) and hence
) need not be standard. As explained in the proof of Lemma 5.22 we can modify the expression until we obtain a standard element. We claim that during this process the coefficient X p n i t(i),t(i)+t will only be modified by adding onto it a quasi-polynomial expression in the variables in Γ t . This will prove that
which is a precise version of what we wanted to prove. Let us consider any element
. We want to bring it into standard form. Thus, let a ∈ A, a < a , be the smallest element such that W a = 0. We form the difference
Next, we write z in the form e a + j>a [W j ]e j . The reader easily checks, using the discussion in 5.21, that (1) W j = W j for j < a , (2) W a = 0, and (3) for j > a , W j equals W j + a quasi-polynomial expression in W a and Z a ,j , with a < j ≤ j. Note that in case (3) the elements W a and Z a ,j have "lower level" than W j (more precisely, they lie in the perfect closure of F p (Γ j−a )). By repeatedly applying this procedure, starting with V ni (x t(i) ) we arrive at the claim that was stated in the middle of the preceding paragraph. This ends the proof of Lemma 5.26.
5.27.
Remark. Possibly the proof of the theorem becomes clearer by the following explanation. For every admissible semi-module A we define the set U A ⊂ T consisting of all points corresponding with a p-divisible group, isogenous with H, with semi-module equal to A. We can show that U A ⊂ T is locally closed in T , irreducible and of dimension equal to the volume of Y(A). In this way we have a stratification T = U A , which is implicitly used above. The group H admits a unique H → H of degree p r ; this gives the stratum defined by A = [r, ∞). It is the unique zero-dimensional stratum. It is easy to see that every stratum contains this in its closure. One of the nonelementary facts seems to be to determine in which way these strata fit together. The central idea of this section is the fact that the largest stratum contains all others in its closure, plus a proof of this via the Purity Theorem.
Appendix, combinatorial facts on semi-modules
In this appendix we give the combinatorial definitions and facts used above. Some of these can already be found in [20, pp. 45-46] . As above, we fix coprime positive integers m and n; we write h := n + m and r := (m − 1)(n − 1)/2.
For integers a < b we write [a, b] := {a, a + 1, . . . , b}. We write [a, ∞) = Z ≥a . For subsets V 1 , V 2 ⊂ V we write V 1 \ V 2 for the set of elements in V 1 not in V 2 . For a subset A ⊂ Z and t ∈ Z we write A + t = {a + t | a ∈ A}.
6.1.
A semi-module is a subset A ⊂ Z bounded from below such that x ∈ A ⇒ x + m, x + n ∈ A. We say that semi-modules A, A are equivalent if one is obtained from the other by translation by an element of Z.
A numerical type is a map δ : {1, . . . , m + n} → {+, −} such that #δ 
6.2.
We will show the three types of objects are in one-to-one correspondence up to equivalence.
The correspondence between cycles and numerical types is rather obvious. If δ is a numerical type, then we choose some b 0 ∈ Z and we inductively define For any semi-module A we define the dual semi-module to be the set A t = Z \ (2r − 1 − A) = {b | b ∈ Z, 2r − 1 − b ∈ A}. Trivially A tt = A. Also, if A is an admissible semi-module, then A t is an admissible semi-module (proof left to the reader).
Finally, we define the symbol 0 to indicate the semi-module generated by 0. So 0 = Z ≥0 n + Z ≥0 m. Proof. The first statement is a combination of [20, Lemma 3.8] and its two corollaries. For the second: Clearly (1) implies (2). We have (2) ⇒ (1) as 0 ∈ A implies 0 ⊂ A, and the equality follows by counting. In particular, by (i), we see that 0 t = 0 . By considering the duality A → A t , we see that (3) is dual to (2).
Lemma. For every semi-module there is a unique equivalent semi-module which is admissible.
Proof. Let A be a semi-module. If necessary, we translate A such that A has exactly r elements smaller than 2r, and such that 2r ∈ A. This translation is possible and it is unique. If a ∈ A with a < 0, then a + 0 ⊂ A and we obtain a contradiction, using # (a + 0 ∩ (−∞, 2r − 1]) = r − a > r. Hence A ⊂ Z ≥0 . Next, we consider A t . There are exactly r elements of A t which are smaller than 2r by what we just proved. Also, 2r ∈ A t , as −1 ∈ A. Thus we can apply the argument above to see that A t does not contain any negative integers. These two facts imply that A is admissible.
6.7.
For a given semi-module A we define the a-number to be the number of generators of A, i.e., a(A) := # (A \ (n + A) ∪ (m + A)). In the language of cycles this is the number of elements b ∈ B such that b + n ∈ B and b + m ∈ B. We leave the proof of this to the reader. Here is the way we picture our cycle:
t(1) t(2) . . . t(a) . . . c (1)
c (2) . . .
c(a) c(1)
The south-west arrows indicate adding various multiples of m, and the south-east arrows indicate adding multiples of n. We think of the rest of A as lying "below" this picture. 
